
Quad Wiring Harness Installation Instructions 

 

 



 

On both headlights you'll have the multi-prong plug in, that plugs into the vehicle harness - both of 
those get plugged in. 

 

On both headlights you'll have a single 9006 plug coming out. 

 

On the new included wiring harness you'll have one ground, one fused positive, one 9006 input wire and 
TWO ballast power output wires. 

 

On the headlight that's CLOSER to the battery side, you'll use the provided "9006 splitter" on the 9006 

Quad wiring systems can seem overwhelming - but they're actually quite simple in nature. 

The theory is that your new system will have FOUR low beams and FOUR high beams, that operate much like the stock headlight 
system. You turn on your low beams for regular driving - all FOUR projectors come on. When you flip to high beams - all FOUR 
switch to high beam.

Generally the way we set up our quad wiring includes a single HD wiring harness and a number of "splitters" -- splitters are simply a 
3-plug piece that helps tie all the components together.

First - all of your high beam pigtail wires should already be HARD-wired together into the original high beam wires on the headlights - 
OR - have splitters included which ties them together and then into the stock high beam plug.

Second - the original LOW beam power wires (that connected to your low beam halogen bulbs) will have new 9006 ends spliced on 
OR connections that make them into 9006 plugs. Each headlight will have ONE of these.

Third- on the headlight CLOSEST to the battery, where the bulk of your HD wiring harness will sit, an additional splitter will take the 
SINGLE 9006 low beam plug and make it into TWO.

Fourth - one of those 9006 ends on the splitter goes directly to a ballast and the other is the POWER-ON lead going to the new HD 
wiring harness.

From here, all other plugs will correspond with battery terminals and ballast power inputs.

Fourth- those two power outputs now plug into the power input triggers on the new HD wiring harnesses - these harnesses can now 
power all four ballasts with direct battery power.



wire coming off that headlight. Now, there are TWO 9006 plugs coming off that headlight. ONE of those 
plugs will power a ballast directly. The OTHER plug will trip/turn on the new wiring harness. 

 

The new wiring harness then has TWO ballast power leads - one goes to EACH side 2nd ballast (the 
longer one goes to the opposite side of the vehicle without the battery). 

 

And finally - on the side without a battery, and NO splitter - the two ballasts are powered as so - ONE 
from the headlight 9006 plug and the other as noted above in the new harness power 
cable.

 



 

 

 


